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Devon has invited me here today to share something of an I have a dream speech for my ministry at 

Trinity this year. I pulled out my laptop so many times to write the words I would say to you this 

morning. And every single day I found myself incredibly distracted by navigating where to start and 

how to describe my dream for Children, Youth & Family Ministry at Trinity. The problem isn’t that I 

don’t have one...the problem is that I have a million. And many of these dreams started so long ago, that 

I have barely even come to terms with the reality of being able to finally live them out.  

 

I want to tell you so many stories of my life that led to this moment and how they match the stories I 

learned about the history of our church. I want to tell you everything I know about developmental stages 

and how each one is perfect for certain spiritual disciplines. I want to tell you about how when I was 

getting my masters degree in curriculum and instruction I realized how an Episcopal Worship service is 

perfectly designed to keep a human brain engaged and focused on creating and retaining deep 

meaning...with the right rhythms of movement, stillness, order and inspiration.  

 

But did you know....the truth is that on the same day in 2012 that I googled Episcopal Churches near me, 

I sent a message to a friend of mine who I knew was an atheist and asked her advice for raising children 

without religion.  As a young mom, I was wrestling with the idea of how to guide my children into this 

world as I struggled with doubt and heartbreak on my own faith journey. You see, as much as I didn’t 

want to end up with teenagers resenting me for forcing them to show up to church, I also did not want to 

end up in the opposite situation and have teenagers asking me why I didn’t tell them there might actually 

be more. More to life. More than this world. More than just us.  

 

And as our family grew, my husband and I began to appreciate the sanctuary we experienced on Sunday 

mornings even though we still drove home to Waconia and discussed what we thought we could still 

believe in, and what was too hard to reconcile with our own life experiences. But we kept showing up. 

And because of that, our lives will never be the same. 

 

I often hear murmurs and mentions of a dying church...referring to congregation sizes across the country 

I am sure. And I could tell you how many churches I’ve been in that were filled with people and still felt 

like empty tombs. But when I came to Trinity, it was as if I saw my savior in the garden after being 

certain I had lost him. And if everything was perfect here, I may not have believed again at all. It was 

the scars that proved it to me. The imperfections and evidence of pain. The scars on the Body of Christ 

are like no other. And they match the stories that I know to be true and the songs that I sing in my heart. 



They guide my prayers and ignite my spirit to ask for more. More than Sunday School. More than just a 

youth group, but a whole family invited into covenant with one another to be a Beloved Community.  

 

So, my dreams begin in the Nursery and Trinity Play 1...a space where the tiniest seeds can begin to be 

planted from the first moment a baby is held in our arms all the way through their Kindergarten year of 

school. Both the physical environment and learning time have a Montessori concept to their design. The 

Montessori method honors a young child’s independence, creativity, and awareness of the real world 

that we live in. The objects and tools they use may be adapted in size, but everything they touch is 

functional and lets them practice real life skills at the unique pace of their interests and abilities. I 

absolutely love that the Episcopal Church has chosen this same approach to share Christian stories, 

worship practices, and inner life exploration. 

 

Then as I recall what has been shared through listening links and sessions, all of OUR dreams meet one 

another in Trinity Play 2. This is where the peer relationships begin to build. This is the age when 

church is the place where they get to see their friends. This is also when the wondering and reflecting 

about spiritual truth and Christian practice begins to deepen, both through creative response time and 

open-ended questions.  

 

At our church, this is an age where there can be differences in opinion on where the kids belong during a 

worship service. There are traditional views that kids should be still and quiet in a pew. There are others 

who find true joy and blessings added to their worship when there is activity on the children’s rug. I’ve 

learned from connecting with other Children and Youth Ministers in the diocese that many churches still 

have a Godly Play session during the service which separates children from their family during this 

time. When I was in high school, my church did this too. I was a leader for the program we called 

Children & Worship. But as I have attended several Family Ministry trainings and reflect on the work of 

the Transition Task Force last year, the vision of the whole church finding ways to worship ALL 

together, not just tolerating one another, but truly learning and growing together. This is a vision I am 

reaching for. In this way we can learn new rhythms of when to move and when to be still from one 

another.  

 

My hope as a Children Youth & Family Minister is to create intentional options for children of different 

ages and temperaments so parents can set expectations that match their child’s needs. The two goals I 

hold to be the highest in importance are that children always feel welcome just as they are and that 

meaningful opportunities are available for them to engage with God. Just as we go out into the world 

and follow different paths that express our desire to follow the example of Christ, I hope that all ages in 

our church can find ways to respect and be mindful of a variety of expressions of worship too. This can 

create beautiful moments of chaos that give grace the opportunity to show up in the most powerful ways. 

I hope to reciprocate the welcome to these children, by bringing their awareness to the way their voices 

and movements impact the space where others have also come to meet with God.  I never want a child to 

feel that they are too young to be tolerated during worship, but at the same time I never want them to 



feel like they are too young to find meaning in worship either...and to that end, may none of us EVER 

feel that we are too old to discover a brand new joy or hold onto our sense of wonder when we enter 

holy space together each week. The repetition of our rituals gives us opportunity after opportunity to 

receive healing and truth over and over again, may this bring us deeper into faith and not become 

mundane or simply going through motion. 

 

Our dreams keep growing together as these children approach Middle School. In 4th and 5th grade we 

will start searching for the roles they can play, not just in a Christmas Pageant, but in the Sunday 

morning service. They are old enough to make meaning from the written words of the liturgy, but young 

enough that their bodies still want to be busy. Old enough that they are searching for significance in 

their responsibilities and young enough to thrive under the direction of experienced adults...especially 

adults other than their parents. I’ve already met with Eric to learn more about the ministry roles and 

responsibilities and how we can collaborate to identify and match the needs of our church with the gifts 

of our youth.  

 

If there was ever a time in my life when I needed God the most, I think it might have been middle 

school. I remember BIG feelings, and new responsibilities that felt overwhelming without the freedoms 

and privileges that came with being in high school. I remember struggling with my true identity and 

knowing who I was supposed to be. Imagine if after a week of going to school, constantly questioning 

where exactly you belong, imagine if you could come to a church where people not only know your 

name, but celebrate and expect you to be EXACTLY the way God created you. Imagine that there is 

actually a whole sacred book with so many quirky characters with BIG feelings making all kinds of 

ridiculous mistakes and just trying to figure out where God wanted them to be and how to get there. 

Imagine if the spiritual practices learned when you were younger could help manage some of the anxiety 

and overwhelm.  

 

And then the dreams start to get REALLY BIG, what if we get to see these babies who crawled around 

in the nursery, made discoveries in Trinity Play, kept learning and growing in Middle School Youth, and 

are STILL HERE with us when they get to high school. Now we really know them. Their gifts. Their 

needs. Their joys. Their passions. At this point I hope they know the presence of God that comes from 

within them, the presence of God that is all around them, and that they CHOOSE to claim that power for 

their life in our church or anywhere else they find themselves in the world. And my dream isn’t that we 

wait until this point to give them real scripture and real prayer, but that all of the stepping stones leading 

to this season will have prepared them to engage with spirituality in a way that not only transforms their 

inner life, but MOVES them to step out into the world with love, grace, and generosity. I hope to be 

right there with them for some of those first steps. Maybe a Pilgrimage, A Mission Trip, even an 

overnight in the city.  

 

And why wouldn’t these dreams come true? How could we possibly say no to this call? This is who we 

are. We love God. We love our church and we care deeply for each other and the world around us.  



 

There are children and youth growing up in a WORLD that is dying...literally dying from illness, 

injustice, and neglect to care for our earth. There are families struggling to survive the exhaustion of 

work, school, and many other daily demands. It is not my dream to compete with schedules and 

priorities or add something else to anyone’s to-do list, but to hold a space of sanctuary where 

EVERYONE is welcome to fill their cup. My dream is to bring all of you assurance, that there is a holy 

fire that is very much alive in our community, in our faith tradition, in the leaders within our diocese, 

and in each of our hearts today. We have an opportunity to engage with something MORE. 

 

And I need all of you. Let’s say yes to a God, asking us to continue being this family and to provide 

beloved community. Will you help me tell our stories and sing our songs? Will you remind each other of 

the words in our prayers? God placed a call on my life when I was 19 years old, and I believe it matches 

the call placed on this church. What a blessing to finally have each other and be the ones that move 

forward and watch our dreams come true.  

 

 

  

 


